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Paul Hartsworm
March 1
OTR Driver

Lynn Bell
March 20
Dispatcher

John Arch
2 Years
OTR Driver 

Ray LaRoche
3 Years
MA Driver

EMPLOYEE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Jaime Morgan  
March 3
Dispatcher

Richard Tubby 
2 Years
OTR Driver 

Jaime Morgan 
2 Years
Dispatcher

DRT DOLLARS
REMINDER
Just a friendly reminder about DRT Dollars—your ticket to snagging some excellent swag items! Haven’t you 
checked out the selection yet? Now’s the perfect time to treat yourself.

Here’s how it works:
• Visit www.drtdollars.com: Head to our exclusive DRT Dollars website and explore our collection of fantastic 
swag items. 
• Browse Through Our Collection: Take your time browsing through our curated selection of merchandise. 
Whether you’re a fan of hats, shirts, or accessories, you will surely find something that catches your eye.
• Create an Account: Ready to make a purchase? Simply create an 
account on drtdollars.com with your personal email you used when 
hired to get started. It only takes a few moments, and if you were 
issued DRT Dollars in the past, it will show here.
• Log in During Checkout: When you’re ready to check out, log in to 
your account. If you have a credit, it will automatically appear at the 
bottom of the screen, ready to be applied to your order.
• Voila!: With just a few clicks, you’ll have your favorite swag items on 
their way to you. It’s that easy!

So what are you waiting for? Take advantage of the opportunity to 
use your DRT Dollars and show off your DRT pride. Head over to 
drtdollars.com today and start shopping!



DISCUSSING 
THE SMITH 5 KEYS

As all drivers know, safety is paramount. 
At DRT, we prioritize efficiency and stand 
unwaveringly committed to ensuring 
the safety of our drivers, cargo, and the 
communities we serve. Let’s shed light on 
the Smith 5 Keys – a comprehensive set 
of principles that serve as our roadmap to 
safety excellence.

The Smith 5 Keys: A Quick Overview
• KEY 1: Aim High in Steering:
 • Importance: Setting our sights high encourages anticipation of potential hazards and keeps drivers   
 proactive in navigating the road.
 • Application: Always look ahead, scan the road, and maintain a clear line of sight to identify risks early.
• KEY 2: Get the Big Picture:
 • Importance: Awareness of the entire traffic environment enhances decision-making and minimizes   
 surprises.
 • Application: Regularly check mirrors, be aware of blind spots, and anticipate the actions of other road   
 users.
• KEY 3: Keep Your Eyes Moving:
 • Importance: Active observation helps identify changing conditions and potential dangers.
 • Application: Continuously scan the environment, check mirrors, and be alert to developing situations.
• KEY 4: Leave Yourself an Out:
 • Importance: Maintaining an escape route provides options for evasive action in case of unexpected   
 events.
 • Application: Position the vehicle where there’s space to maneuver, allowing for quick responses to   
 emergencies.
• KEY 5: Make Sure They See You:
 • Importance: Visibility is crucial in preventing accidents; ensuring others see us reduces the risk of   
 collisions.
 • Application: Use lights, signals, and proper positioning to make our presence known to other road   
 users.

Let’s drive responsibly, keeping the Smith 5 Keys in our minds.



DISCUSSING
ROLLOVERS



DISCUSSING 
ROLLOVERS CONTINUED...



DISCUSSING
PROPER LIFTING



DISCUSSING
PROPER LIFTING CONTINUED....



DISCUSSING
3 POINTS OF CONTACT



DISCUSSING 3 POINTS
OF CONTACT FURTHER



“Shippers not 
obligated to 

pay demurrage 
or detention if 
carriers fail to 
properly bill”

THE LATEST NEWS
IN THE INDUSTRY
FMC tightens rules on charging container late fees
The Federal Maritime Commission has imposed new billing standards on ocean carriers and terminal operators 
in an effort to crack down on abusive container late fees.

The new requirements focus on demurrage fees charged by carriers and container terminals when full containers 
have not been picked up by customers within a certain number of days, and detention fees charged to customers 
if they are late returning the empty containers to the terminal.

Starting May 26, container ship carriers and marine terminal operators will be required to issue detention and 
demurrage invoices within 30 calendar days from when charges were last incurred.

Shippers and other billed parties will have at least 30 calendar days to request that charges be refunded. Carriers 
and terminal operators must try to resolve the matter within 30 calendar days unless the parties agree to a longer 
time frame.

The new rules also stipulate minimum data requirements for demurrage and detention invoices:
• The invoice date
• The invoice due date
• The allowed free time in days
• The start date of free time
• The end date of free time
• For imports, the container availability date
• For exports, the earliest return date
• The specific date(s) for which demurrage and/or detention were charged

“Failing to include any of the required information in a detention or demurrage invoice eliminates any obligation 
of the billed party to pay the applicable charge,” the rule states.

CONTINUE READING AT: https://www.freightwaves.com/news/fmc-tightens-rules-on-charging-container-
late-fees


